Background
Introduction
Viruses are the most ubiquitous and abundant biological entities on Earth [1] . They infect all other biological entities (such as bacteria, archaea, plants, arthropods, and mammals) living in diverse environments (such as soil, water, air, and multi-cellular organisms). Viruses influence other organisms directly by modulating their hosts' survival via host mortality or horizontal gene transfer, or indirectly via the diversion of the host metabolic pathways during viral replication. To study viral diversity within hosts and environments, recent techniques known as viral metagenomics have emerged. Primarily based on Sequence-Independent Amplification (SIA) techniques and followed by Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies, viral metagenomics allows the description of viral communities within a complex environment without any prior knowledge of their nature. For example, in diagnostic virology, viral metagenomics have been used to identify causative viral agents of disease conditions in human [2] [3] [4] and veterinary medicine [5] [6] [7] , as well as in plant [8, 9] and arthropod diseases [10, 11] . Virome analyses have also been conducted to describe the baseline viral diversity in healthy human conditions prior to studying the viral flora of pathologic conditions [12] . In viral ecology, metagenomics have been used to describe viral communities of diverse environments, including coastal seawater and sediment, soil, hotsprings, lakes, sewage, and air [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Viral metagenomic analyses of complex environments usually require pre-treatment steps, such as viral purification and nucleic acid enrichment, before sequencing. Several physical characteristics of viral particles enable viral purification (e.g., capsid durability), but the wide variety of viruses' biological characteristics cause difficulties in developing a standardized protocol compatible with a broad range of particle sizes, shapes, densities, and genome types [18] . Usually, virome preparation is based on dead-end or tangential flow filtration, and nuclease digestion of non-protected viral and host cells. Then, PolyEthylene Glycol (PEG) precipitation or ultracentrifugation is eventually used, followed by nucleic acid extraction [19, 20] . Although there are as many protocols to generate viral metagenomes as published metagenomic studies, the vast majority are aimed at purifying viruses from their complex matrices. This strategy, known as "Particle-Associated nucleic acid amplification", is aimed at insolating intact (i.e., infectious) viral particles from their environment, protected from the action of nucleases [21] . Alternative steps exist within this general protocol, depending on the origin of the matrices. For example, marine biological samples such as coral tissue require chloroform homogenization of the matrix before viral purification [22] .
During the last decade, several standardized protocols for generating DNA viromes from various environments have been described [18] [19] [20] , but such standardization has not been reached so far for RNA viruses. Here, we present a simple protocol for the purification and sequencing of RNA viromes from host-associated biological samples of various origins. Our protocol preserves the infectivity of viral particles and allows for further applications. This protocol has been evaluated and validated by sequencing the RNA virome of body lice that were engorged in vitro with artificially contaminated human blood. We decided to use artificially engorged body lice as a model for host-associated metagenomics because of the ease of sampling and handling compared to human or animal specimens which require special permissions. Additionally, this system is convenient because arthropods are complex organisms in which viral, bacterial, and parasitic communities coexist.
Materials and Methods

Viral strains
To optimize the purification steps of the protocol, a representative panel of RNA viruses was chosen based on size, density, the presence of an envelope, and genetic composition. The latter category included whether the virus had a positive or negative strand RNA genome, and whether it contained a segmented genome. Viruses chosen were: Yellow fever virus 17D vaccine strain (YF), Coxsackievirus B3 strain 2679 (CoxB3), Influenza A/H3N2 strain Marseille/ 04046111/2011 (H3N2), Cupixi arenavirus (CPX), and MS2 bacteriophage (MS2). Additional DNA bacteriophage (T4 phage) was added to the panel to verify the efficiency of the protocol for DNA viruses and to quantify the remaining contamination of DNA in the RNA fraction of the virome (Table 1) .
YF, CPX, and CoxB3 viral strains were propagated in Vero cells while H3N2 was propagated in MDCK cells. After 4 passages, viral supernatants were nuclease-treated with 0.5 U RNAse A (Roche Diagnostics, Meylan, France) and 4 μg (1 U) of DNAse I (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) per mL of supernatant, then precipitated with 10% PEG 8000 (SigmaAldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) and 300 mM NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) overnight at +4°C. After centrifugation at 12 000 g for 30 min at +4°C, the pellet was resuspended in 2 mL of Phosphate Buffer Saline solution (PBS), aliquoted and stored at -80°C until further use. Viral loads were estimated in Plaque-Forming Units (PFUs).
MS2 and T4 bacteriophages were purchased from the Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (LGC Standards S.a.r.l., Molsheim, France) and propagated according to the manufacturer's protocol. Bacteriophage suspensions were centrifuged at 1 500 g for 10 min, and then filtrated through 0.45 μm filters (Merck Millipore, Molsheim, France). Viral suspensions were digested with 30 U Turbo DNAse (Life technologies, Saint Aubin, France) and 25 U RNase A (Roche Diagnostics, Meylan, France) in Turbo DNase buffer at 37°C for 1 hour, then precipitated as described above. Viral loads were estimated in PFUs.
Real-time PCR
To evaluate the efficiency of treatments for virome preparation, real-time PCRs were conducted on YF, CPX, CoxB3, H3N2, MS2, and T4 targets using the SuperScript 1 III Platinum One-Step RT-PCR (Life Technologies, Saint Aubin, France). The QuantiTect SYBR 1 Green PCR/RT-PCR Kit (Qiagen, Courtaboeuf, France) was used for host-contaminating 18S DNA and RNA. Each of these reagents was used according to the manufacturers' protocols. All quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) and reverse transcription real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) reactions were performed in a CFX96 thermocycler (Biorad, Marnes-la-Coquette, France). YF, CoxB3, H3N2, MS2, T4 and 18S primers and probes are published in [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] and presented in S1 Table. CPX primers and probes were designed for this study (S1 Table) . Additional primers were designed based on H3N2 and YF sequences detected in the metagenomes to verify the absence of cross-contaminations during the construction of the libraries (S1 Table) . qPCR were performed using the QuantiTect SYBR 1 Green PCR Kit (Qiagen, Courtaboeuf, France) and according to the manufacturers' protocol.
Ethical statement
The maintenance of a laboratory colony of Pediculus humanus corporis lice has been approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Faculty of Medicine at Aix-Marseille University, France. Human blood collected from healthy donors was obtained from the Etablissement Français du Sang (EFS, Marseille, France). In accordance with EFS standardized procedures for blood donation, informed consent was obtained from healthy volunteers, and personal data relative to blood donors were rendered anonymous at the time of blood donation and before blood transfer to our research lab.
Body lice blood meal
Forty body lice were kindly provided by Jean-Michel Berenger (entomologist at "Unité de Recherche sur les Maladies Infectieuses Tropicales Emergentes", CNRS7278, Marseille, France) and divided into two pools. Twenty lice were fed in vitro using artificially contaminated hemolyzed human blood, an artificial Parafilm membrane (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) and the Hemotek system (Hemotek Ltd, Accrington, United Kingdom), an electric heating element which maintains the temperature of the blood meal, as described by Sangaré et al. [28] . Briefly, 5.0 x 10 10 PFU of MS2, 1.5 x 10 9 PFU of T4, 3.07 x 10 5 PFU of H3N2, 1.5 x 10 4 PFU of CoxB3, 1.0 x 10 3 PFU of YF and 1.19 x 10 2 PFU of CPX were added to pre-heated hemolyzed human blood to a final volume of 1.5mL, placed on the Hemotek chamber and maintained at 37°C for 30 min. During this time, lice took their blood meal. After 30 min, only 11 lice were engorged. Immediately after external decontamination of the lice, consisting of sequential washes with 10% bleach in sterile water, 70% ethanol and a final wash in sterile water, all 20 lice were stored at -80°C until further analysis. Hereafter these lice will be named "engorged lice". The second pool of twenty body lice was not fed with blood and was used as a positive control. Briefly, after decontamination, lice were spiked using the same concentrations of each reference virus as the ones used for blood-fed lice, and treated like the engorged ones. Hereafter these lice will be named "spiked lice".
Viral purification and concentration from complex samples and evaluation of the infectivity
Solid samples (i.e., "spiked" and "engorged" lice) were first homogenized in 2 mL of 0.02 μm-filtrated EMEM medium (Life Technologies, Saint Aubin, France) using the TissueLyser homogenizer (Qiagen, Courtaboeuf, France) and two 3 mm tungsten beads at 25 Hz for 2 min. Solid and liquid complex samples were then sequentially centrifuged at +4°C at 300 rpm for 30 min and 10 000 rpm for 15 min. The resulting samples were then filtered through a 0.45 μm filter (Millipore, Molsheim, France) to remove any cellular debris and bacteria.
To eliminate host DNA/RNA and free nucleic acids, 20 U Exonuclease I (New England Biolabs, Évry, France), 25 France) and 10 μL of 10X Turbo DNase buffer were added to the clarified supernatant and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. A total of 100 μL of the resulting supernatant was harvested to assess the concentration of Virus-Like-Particles (VLP) by fluorescence microscopy, as previously described by Thurber et al. [19] . All fluorescence images were acquired with a Leica SP5 inverted confocal microscope with 4 lasers, a 100 X objective and a numerical aperture of 1.4. The resulting suspension was then deposited onto a discontinuous sucrose gradient consisting of 800 μL of a 0.02 μm-filtered layer of 66% sucrose in EMEM and 2.7 mL of a 0.02 μm-filtered layer of 30% sucrose in PBS, and ultracentrifuged in an MLS50 Beckman-Coulter rotor at 130 000 g for 2 hours at +4°C. The viral fraction was harvested from the interface between the 66% and the 30% sucrose layers using a 23G needle. The same procedure was applied for CsCl gradient ultracentrifugation to compare the maintenance of the infectivity of viral particles with sucrose gradient. Briefly, the viral suspension was deposited onto a CsCl gradient composed of 750 μL of 1.2 g/mL, 1.5 g/mL and 1.7 g/mL CsCl layers and ultracentrifuged in an MLS50 Beckman-Coulter rotor at 130 000 g for 2 hours at +4°C. The viral fraction was harvested between the 1.5 and the 1.2 g/mL CsCl layers using a 23G needle.
An aliquot of 100 μL of sucrose viral fraction of engorged and spiked lice was recovered to assess the VLP concentration by fluorescence microscopy as described above, 2 x 100 μL aliquots were immediately stored at -80°C for further viral isolation, and the resulting supernatant was used to extract nucleic acids.
Vero, MDCK and E. coli cells were used to determine the viral load of YF, CPX, CoxB3, H3N2, MS2, and T4 respectively, before and after the purification process by the lysis plaques or by the TCID 50 methods. 
Nucleic acid extraction
RNA integrity and quantification
RNA integrity was checked on an RNA6000 Pico chip (Agilent Technologies, Les Ulis, France) according to the manufacturer's protocol, and analyzed on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer.
RNA concentration was estimated with the Quanti-it Ribogreen kit (Life Technologies, Saint Aubin, France) according to the manufacturer's recommendations, and fluorescence was quantified with the Tecan GENios fluorometer.
RNA processing
Total RNA was processed with three different random reverse transcriptions, as previously described by Froussard et [31] . Briefly, reverse transcription (RT) was conducted on 9 μL of RNA (Trizol LS extraction) or 9 μL of total nucleic acids (QIAamp and High Pure extractions) using the Superscript III Reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies, Saint Aubin, France) and the tagged-random hexamers described in the Froussard, Wang, and Victoria studies [29] [30] [31] . The thermal profile was as follows: 25°C -5 min, 35°C -15 min, 55°C -30 min, and 94°C -2 min.
Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) was subsequently used as a template for the Klenow reaction to obtain double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). Briefly, 20 μL of ssDNA was mixed with 8 U of Klenow (Life Technologies, Saint Aubin, France) and 1 μL of 10 mM dNTP to a final volume of 30 μL. Thermal profiles were used as previously described by Froussard [29] , Wang [30] , and Victoria [31] .
The resulting dsDNA was purified twice with the Agencourt AMPure beads (BeckmanCoulter, Villepinte, France), eluted in a final volume of 20 μL, and quantified with the Quantiit Picogreen reagent (Life Technologies, Saint Aubin, France). Size distribution was then checked on a DNA7500 chip (Agilent Technologies, Les Ulis, France) and analyzed on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer.
RNA Sequence-Independent Amplification
For RNA sequence-independent amplification (SIA), dsDNA generated by random RT-Klenow reactions was used in random PCR. Briefly, 5 μL of dsDNA were mixed with 2.5 U of Long Amp Taq DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs, Évry, France) to a final volume of 25 μL and then randomly amplified according to Froussard [29] , Wang [30] , and Victoria [31] . Hereafter, the 3 viral metagenomes will be named "Froussard," "Wang", or "Victoria", according to the sequence-independent amplification method used to generate it.
Amplification products were twice purified with Agencourt AMPure beads (BeckmanCoulter, Villepinte, France) according to the manufacturer's protocol and eluted to a final volume of 15 μL. The concentration of dsDNA was estimated with the Quanti-it Picogreen kit (Life Technologies, Saint Aubin, France). Amplified products were analyzed on a DNA7500 chip (Agilent Technologies, Les Ulis, France).
Illumina MiSeq sample preparation and processing
RNA metagenomes of engorged and spiked lice randomly amplified by "Froussard", "Wang", or "Victoria" random PCR were sequenced with the MiSeq Technology using paired-end and barcode strategies according to the Nextera XT library kit in a 2 x 300 bp format (Illumina Inc., San Diego CA 92121, USA). Briefly, cDNA was quantified by Qubit 1 with the High Sensitivity kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and dilutions were performed to a final quantity of 1 ng of cDNA as the input. The "tagmentation" step fragmented the cDNA, and then limited cycle PCR amplification completed the tag adapters and introduced dual-index barcodes. After purification with AMPure beads (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA), the libraries were normalized on specific beads according to the Nextera XT protocol (Illumina Inc., San Diego CA 92121, USA). Normalized libraries were sequenced along with 11 other projects for a total of 18 projects. Automated cluster generation and paired-end sequencing with dual-index reads were performed in a single run of 2 x 300 bp read length.
Sequence processing and virus genome identification
Paired reads were imported into the CLC Genomics Workbench 6.0.1 program (CLC Bio, Aarhus, Denmark) with importing parameters including minimum and maximum distances set at 50 and 400, respectively. Raw Illumina reads were first trimmed according to their quality score (Illumina pipeline 1.8 and later), their length (reads < 50 nt long were discarded) and according to the primers used for random PCR.
Reads were then mapped onto reference genomes using the CLC Genomics Workbench 6.0.1 program (CLC Bio, Aarhus, Denmark) with mapping parameters that included a minimal length fraction of 0.5, a minimal similarity fraction of 0.8, a mismatch cost of 2, and an insertion/deletion cost of 3. The GenBank accession numbers of YF, CPX, CoxB3, H3N2, MS2, and T4 reference genomes used for mapping are JN628279, AY216519, AY896763, CY114421, V00642, and AF158101, respectively.
Un-mapped reads were de novo assembled into contigs using the CLC Genomics Workbench 6.0.1 assembler with stringent assembly parameters: minimal length fraction of 0.9, minimal similarity fraction of 0.75, word size of 2, minimal contig length of 200 bp, mismatch cost of 2 and insertion/deletion cost of 3. Contigs and singletons of un-mapped reads were compared to the NCBI nucleotide database using the BlastN program, with a minimum coverage of 50%, a minimum identity of 50%, and an E-value < 10 −5 . Reads and contigs having no significant hits according to the criteria were classified as "unknown". Table 2 presents the data from the Illumina MiSeq sequencing of engorged and spiked lice according to the random PCR method.
Results
Viral particles purification and concentration
When studying viral communities of complex environmental or biological samples, diverse eukaryote, prokaryote, and archaea communities may interfere with the analysis. As a consequence, several pretreatments are required to purify the virome from these contaminants, mainly based on the difference in size and density of viral particles compared to those of eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells. A general overview of the process developed here is presented in Fig 1. To assess the loss of contaminants during the whole purification process, qPCR and qRT-PCR targeting the 18S DNA and RNA, respectively, were performed before and after each step of the process. Similarly, control real-time RT-PCR and PCR targeting the reference RNA and DNA viruses, respectively, were conducted to verify their presence after each step of the purification process. The first step was a 0.45 μm filtration followed by nuclease digestion. The filtration eliminated 0.6 log 10 and 0.4 log 10 of 18S DNA and RNA, respectively, and the nuclease treatment eliminated an additional 1.8 log 10 and 2.1 log 10 of 18S DNA and RNA, respectively. Interestingly, the use of the nuclease cocktail, i.e., Turbo DNAse-RNAse-Benzonase-Exonuclease I, resulted in better elimination of 18S DNA and RNA contamination than the use of Turbo DNAse and RNAse in combination. Indeed, the Ct value of the 18S DNA contamination was 36.38 with the use of Turbo DNAse-RNAse but negative with the use of the nuclease cocktail. Moreover, the 18S RNA contamination was eliminated more effectively with the nuclease cocktail than with the use of the Turbo DNAse-RNAse combination (Ct = 34.85 vs 32.67, respectively). No difference was observed in the 18S contamination when samples were incubated with the nuclease cocktail for between one and two hours (ΔCt between one and two hours of nuclease digestion of 0.48 for 18S DNA and 0.29 for 18S RNA). The reference DNA and RNA viruses were not affected by filtration and nuclease treatments (with ΔCt values ranging from 0.15 to 1.33 depending on the virus).
To increase the elimination of 18S DNA and RNA contamination via ultracentrifugation, two discontinuous sucrose gradient formulations were tested (66%-20% and 66%-30%). For a given centrifugation speed and time, the 66%-30% sucrose gradient was more effective at removing the 18S contamination, with less than one log 10 of loss of viral load for the reference DNA and RNA viruses. There was no major difference observed between the two sucrose gradients for the removal of 18S DNA contamination (-3.37 log 10 for the 66%-30% gradient and -2.98 log 10 for the 66%-20% gradient); however, the difference was important for the 18S RNA contamination, as 0.20 log 10 of 18S RNA was removed with the 66%-20% sucrose gradient versus more than 3 log 10 of 18S RNA using the 66%-30% sucrose gradient. Additionally, the reference viruses were not affected by the increase in sucrose density (-0.46 log 10 for YF, -0.00 log 10 for CPX, -0.18 log 10 for CoxB3, -0.67 log 10 for H3N2, and -0.00 log 10 for T4 when increasing the sucrose density from 66%-20% to 66%-30%). Fig 2A presents the RNA profile of an EMEM sample spiked with the reference DNA and RNA viruses pretreated by a 0.45 μm filtration followed by nuclease digestion and ultracentrifugation, before and after viral purification. Although a clear decrease in the total amount of RNA was observed, which reflected the loss of 18S RNA, small RNAs (between 100 and 200 nt) were detected. This could suggest the recovery of digested host RNAs, despite the nuclease treatment and ultracentrifugation step (Fig 2A) .
Further optimizations, primarily of the ultracentrifugation step, were tested to improve the purification process but did not achieve satisfying results. Briefly, (i) an increase in centrifugation speed from 130 000 g to 160 000 g did not improve the recovery of reference viruses (ΔCt ranging from 0.26 to 0.91, depending on the reference virus), but did result in the recuperation of more contaminating 18S RNA (loss of total 18S RNA estimated at 6.78 Ct when ultracentrifuged at 130 000 g and only at 0.56 Ct when ultracentrifuged at 160 000 g); (ii) the addition of a final pelleting ultracentrifugation step after the discontinuous gradient ultracentrifugation step resulted in an important loss of infectivity of reference viruses and their increased sensitivity to nucleases; (iii) the addition of a final nuclease digestion step after ultracentrifugation, to remove any remaining 18S DNA and RNA contaminant, resulted in a major loss of 18S DNA and RNA contamination (negative PCR for 18S DNA and RNA after a final nuclease treatment but a resulting Ct = 32.91 and Ct = 30.44, respectively, if no final nuclease step was added). However, we observed a concomitant loss of several viral reference genomes (negative PCR for CoxB3 and H3N2 if a final nuclease digestion is performed whereas Ct values of 22.20 and 29.42, respectively, with no final nuclease treatment).
Maintaining viral infectivity
For the ultracentrifugation step, the choice of sucrose gradient instead of cesium chloride (CsCl), usually used to generate viral metagenomes, was motivated by the wish to preserve the infectivity of viral particles. Indeed, the use of CsCl gradients alters the integrity of enveloped virions and affects their infectivity (Table 1) [32] [33] [34] [35] . Consequently, we tested the infectivity of recovered viral particles after all purification processes by re-isolating viruses after the purification steps, either in 66%-30% sucrose or in 1.7-1.5-1.2 g/mL CsCl gradients. The resulting cytopathic effects are presented in S1 Fig. After two days of culture, sucrose and CsCl revealed a toxic effect on Vero cells, with higher cytotoxicity for CsCl than for sucrose. Indeed, 1/10 and 1/100 dilutions were necessary to inhibit cell toxicity for sucrose and CsCl, respectively (S1A Fig) .
For non-enveloped viruses (i.e. MS2 and CoxB3), no difference was observed between the viral titer obtained after either sucrose or CsCl purification, suggesting that the infectivity of virions was preserved. Indeed, for MS2 bacteriophage, we estimated the resulting loss of viral titer after the process to be -0.86 log 10 after the sucrose gradient step and -0.80 after the CsCl gradient step; for CoxB3, the resulting loss of viral titer was estimated at -1.12 log 10 after the sucrose gradient step and -1.00 after the CsCl gradient step.
Conversely, cytopathic effects due to CPX and YF infections were observed only after sucrose purification (S1B Fig), confirming the alteration of viral structures and the loss of infectivity after CsCl ultracentrifugation and the recovery of infectious viral particles after 66%-30% sucrose gradient.
Nucleic acid extraction
Three nucleic acid extractions processed on an EMEM sample spiked with the reference viruses were evaluated according to the extraction yield and the degradation of RNA: Trizol LS, QIAmp viral RNA mini kit from Qiagen, and High Pure viral nucleic acid kit from Roche. Although no difference was observed in the extraction yield between Qiagen and Trizol LS (13.5 ng/μL and 19.8 ng/μL of total RNA, respectively), Roche extraction did not reach the same yield (3.1 ng/μL of total RNA). The RNA profile of the 3 extracts presented the same small RNAs as presented in Fig 2A ( i.e., those between 100 nt and 200 nt), suggesting a degradation of nucleic acids during the extraction process.
Although real-time PCR targeting the DNA and RNA reference viruses conducted on these 3 extracts revealed an average difference of one log 10 (3 Ct) between Qiagen (the best), Trizol LS, and Roche, Trizol LS extraction was chosen because of its capacity to extract large sample volumes (> 1 mL), as recovered after the sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation step. Moreover, the Trizol LS extraction allowed for separate extraction of DNA and RNA, while Qiagen and Roche both extracted total nucleic acids and therefore required a DNAse post-extraction treatment for the RNA virome preparation.
RNA processing and random PCR
Hereafter, the 3 metagenomes are designated as "Froussard", "Wang", or "Victoria", according to the sequence-independent reverse transcription and amplification methods used to generate them.
Total RNA was processed in three different random reverse transcriptions (RT), as previously described by Froussard [29] , Wang [30] , and Victoria [31] . For each random RT, different random primer concentrations were tested to determine the best concentration for generating cDNA fragments with lengths compatible with Illumina MiSeq requirements. For Froussard RT, we tested 0.001 μg/μL, 0.01 μg/μL, 0.05 μg/μL, 0.10 μg/μL (published concentration), and 0.15 μg/μL of primer. For Wang RT, we tested 0.4 pmol, 4 pmol, 20 pmol, 40 pmol (published quantity), and 60 pmol of primer. For Victoria RT, we tested 1 pmol, 10 pmol, 50 pmol, 100 pmol (published quantity), and 150 pmol of primer. No difference was observed regarding the size of cDNA fragments when increasing or decreasing the quantity of random primer compared with the published primer concentration used for reverse transcription. The effect of different random primer concentrations used in the reverse transcription step on the size of the generated amplicons is presented in S2A-S2F Fig. For RNA sequence-independent amplification, dsDNA generated by random RT-Klenow reactions was used in random PCR. To minimize the amplification step and the potential resulting bias of sequence representation in the metagenome, three cycling conditions were tested for each random PCR: 10, 20, and 40 cycles. No difference in dsDNA size profile was observed between 20 and 40 PCR cycles, but difference was observed in the yield of amplification. Ten cycles of amplification failed to reach the minimum amount of dsDNA material required by Illumina MiSeq whereas 20 and 40 cycles of amplification produced a sufficient quantity. For example, a cDNA sample quantified at 0.23 ng/μL was amplified at the yield of 0.27 ng/μL, 0.42 ng/μL, and 84.06 ng/μL after 10, 20 and 40 cycles of Froussard random amplification, respectively. Although only 20 cycles were enough to obtain a sufficient quantity of dsDNA for several samples (at least 1 ng, according to Illumina recommendations), we decided to use 40 cycles in all cases to ensure enough sequencing material and to ensure similar sample treatments. Fig 2B presents the DNA profile of a dsDNA sample amplified with Froussard, Wang, or Victoria PCR after 40 cycles of random amplification. A difference in size profiles of dsDNA between the amplification methods should be noted: 500-2 000 bp with a maximum at 800 bp for Wang amplification, and 300-10 000 bp with a maximum at 1 500 bp for Froussard and Victoria random PCRs. As a result, users can adapt random amplifications to their sequencing technology requirements. 
Protocol validation: artificial arthropod RNA virome
To evaluate the protocol on a complex sample, twenty body lice were fed in vitro with human blood supplemented with YF, CPX, CoxB3, H3N2, MS2, and T4 viruses, and then further processed with the methodology for RNA virome preparation and analysis described above. T4 DNA bacteriophage was added to the RNA viruses' panel in order to assess the residual DNA contamination of the RNA fraction. Twenty non-engorged body lice were concomitantly used as a positive control, i.e. they were spiked with the same amount of viruses as that used for engorged lice, and further processed and sequenced as previously described. Viral concentrations applied to either fed-or spiked-lice followed a Gaussian distribution that mimics "natural" conditions. This range of concentrations was also used to evaluate the sensitivity of the virome protocol.
We first evaluated by qRT-PCR and qPCR the loss of viral particles during the purification process of the positive control. A difference of less than one log 10 was observed for YF (ΔCt = 2.1) and CoxB3 (ΔCt = 2.6), more than one log 10 for H3N2 (ΔCt = 4.06), and no difference for MS2 before and after the purification process, suggesting that the process did not affect the viral load of the reference viruses. For T4 DNA phage, a difference of less than one log 10 (ΔCt = 1.2) was observed before and after the purification steps. CPX was negative, both before and after the purification process, probably due to a low viral load and a high limit of detection of the qRT-PCR system. We then purified this artificial positive control in the same way as the engorged lice, as described hereafter.
After homogenization of the engorged lice, clarification and filtration through a 0.45 μm filter, the clarified homogenate was treated with a cocktail of DNA and RNA nucleases to remove the majority of host DNA/RNA contaminants. To purify viral particles from their complex environment, the supernatant was ultracentrifuged on a 66%-30% sucrose gradient, and total RNA were extracted from the resulting interface using the Trizol LS RNA extracted from engorged and spiked lice was further processed with the Froussard, Wang, or Victoria random reverse transcription-Klenow reactions described above. The resulting dsDNA was quantified using the Quanti-it Picogreen, but quantifications were negative. The low amount of nucleic acid material required the use of random PCR. Only 40 cycles of random PCR achieved the quantity of DNA compatible with Illumina MiSeq requirements. Fig 3 and in Table 2 . The mapping of total reads against reference genomes of YF, CPX, CoxB3, H3N2, MS2, and T4 are presented in Fig 3A. Results of mapping and taxonomic assignation of reads of the positive control (i.e. spiked lice) RNA metagenome are presented in Table 2 (Table 2 , Fig 3, and S4 Fig). A recent study has shown that the T4 strain (11303-B4) provided by the ATCC was indeed characterized as a T3 strain after sequencing [36] . Since we spiked the blood with the same strain and since our results from sequencing showed only few reads related to T4 compared to the high abundance of T3 phage reads, we believe that the T3 reads recovered derived from T3 phage spiked in the blood sample. These results thus indicate a remaining viral DNA contamination of the RNA fraction after Trizol LS 1 extraction (even after a second Trizol/chloroform purification performed in the RNA aqueous phase). Sequencing of H3N2 in the RNA metagenome yielded coverage of 22.21%, 24.21% and 0.40% for Froussard, Wang and Victoria, respectively, after the body lice blood meal following inoculation of 3.07 x 10 5 PFU of H3N2 in the blood meal. Although a negative qRT-PCR result was obtained for H3N2 in the lice extract using primers from the literature, amplification using primers specifically designed on H3N2 reads recovered after sequencing was positive (data not shnown), confirming the presence of H3N2 viruses in the lice. The discrepancies observed between PCR results obtained with published or virome-based primers are likely due to differences in primers sensitivities. Additionally, no reads were obtained for YF and CPX, which were also negative after qRT-PCR (both with published and virome-based primers), most likely due to the low amount of viral particles ingested by the lice during their blood meal (less than 1.0 x 10 3 PFU of YF and 1.19 x 10 2 PFU of CPX added to the blood).
Indeed, as described by Cheval et al. in 2011 [37] and by Frey et al. in 2014 [38] , the limit of detection of next-generation sequencing techniques are estimated at 10 3 to 10 4 genome copies per mL. Sequencing of the spiked lice resulted in the same pattern of viral relative abundances and coverage as the one observed for engorged lice ( Table 2, S4 Fig) , suggesting that the difference in the observed read abundances, either for the engorged or for the spiked lice, did not result from the purification process and was probably due to intrinsic characteristics of the reference viruses. Interestingly, whereas no reads of YF and CPX were detected in the engorged lice metagenomes, whatever the amplification method, a few reads of YF and CPX were detected in the spiked lice metagenomes (N = 2 to 32 reads for YF, depending on the amplification method, N = 1 read for CPX, whatever the amplification method) ( Table 2) . YF was positive in qRT-PCR both with the published and virome-based primers after the process, and CPX was negative, suggesting that the viral load of these viruses was probably at the limit of detection of the sequencing method (i.e. between 10 3 PFU [as for YF] and 10 2 PFU [as for CPX]).
No difference was observed in the depth of sequencing. The average genome coverage of MS2 and CoxB3 was estimated at 46,035 and 3,707, respectively, for Froussard engorged lice metagenomes, 43,559 and 3,495, respectively, for Wang engorged lice metagenomes, and 50,193 and 1,344, respectively, for Victoria engorged lice metagenomes. The main difference between the 3 engorged lice metagenomes was in H3N2 mapping: the Wang random PCR seemed to amplify preferentially large segments (PB2 and PB1 polymerase segments), while the Froussard method seemed to randomly amplify all segments (Fig 3A) . Interestingly, this bias of repartition of reads along the whole genome of H3N2 was not observed in the positive control ( S4 Fig), suggesting that with larger amounts of viruses, Wang and Victoria SIA are able to randomly amplify each segment of the virus. Nevertheless, in "environmental" conditions (i.e. with low viral loads), only the Froussard SIA seemed to be able to randomly amplify each segment of segmented viruses (Fig 3A) .
There was no notable difference in the taxonomic assignment of reads when comparing the 3 engorged lice metagenomes (Table 2) . Froussard, Wang, and Victoria metagenomes were able to identify 85.13%, 84.49%, and 92.87% of reads, respectively. Of these, viral reads represented 45.74% (721,520 reads) of Froussard, 44.79% (749,587 reads) of Wang, and 62.53% (38,939 reads) of Victoria metagenomes; eukaryote reads represented 38.82%, 39.26%, and 30.08%, respectively, and prokaryote reads (bacteria and archaea) represented only 0.57%, 0.43%, and 0.26% of the respective total reads (Fig 3B) . Despite all the pretreatments applied to decrease the host contamination, human and arthropod sequences persisted. Indeed, human contamination of the viromes was estimated at only 0.67%, 0.17%, and 0.044% for Froussard, Wang, and Victoria metagenomes, respectively, but remaining arthropod contamination was estimated at 38.05%, 39.05% and 29.98%.
Discussion
Viral metagenomics has been used worldwide to describe viral communities in various complex environments [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] or to identify the etiology of human, animal, and plant pathologies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . This work resulted in the generation of several matrix-dependent methods to generate viromes. In this study, we aimed at developing a standardized protocol for the purification and sequencing of RNA host-associated viromes from complex biological samples of different origins that would preserve the infectivity of viral particles and allow for further virological characterizations, with an important reduction of host DNA/RNA contaminants in order to fully benefit the depth of sequencing of NGS techniques.
The RNA metagenome preparation protocol is based primarily on the "particle-associated nucleic acid amplification" strategy [21] . That is, it tries to purify intact viral particles from their environment, protected from the action of nucleases used to degrade host-contaminating DNA and RNA. The first step of the protocol is the filtration of the supernatant using 0.45 μm filters. Most previous metagenomic studies using filtration as a purification step used filters with a pore size of 0.22 μm [39, 40] , however the use of a 0.45 μm filtration step allows the recovery of large DNA viruses whose size would not permit recovery with smaller pore size filters [41] .
To eliminate the majority of contaminating host DNAs and RNAs, various strategies are used, such as soft cell lysis, which leaves nuclei intact [42] , but the remaining nucleic acids from hosts require nuclease post-treatment. Here we propose the use of a combination of Exonuclease I, Benzonase, RNase A and Turbo DNase to enhance the digestion of host DNA and RNA compared to the use of only RNAse A and Turbo DNAse. Several studies reported that the use of RNAse A in combination with proteinase K could result in the inactivation of some viruses, such as MS2 bacteriophage [43] , if no further inactivation of nucleases and proteases is performed. In our protocol, to prevent the inactivation of several particles, which would result in a significant loss of infectivity, the digested supernatant was immediately loaded onto a sucrose gradient to purify viral particles from the action of nucleases.
The next purification step was ultracentrifugation on a discontinuous 66%-30% sucrose gradient. A broad range of methods has been described to purify and concentrate viral particles. These include tangential flow filtration (TFF) [40, 44, 45] , PEG precipitation [18, 19, 46] , cesium chloride (CsCl) gradient ultracentrifugation [22, 32, 44] , and more recently iodixanol (Optiprep TM ) density gradient medium. The main disadvantage of CsCl ultracentrifugation is that when analyzing the viral communities of an environment, the lack of prior knowledge of the viruses constituting these communities prevents the harvesting of specific fractions where viruses are located, resulting in recovery of all fractions and thereby diluting the viruses. Iodixanol gradient ultracentrifugation is used either in continuous or in isopycnic gradient to purify viral particles, resulting, as for CsCl, in the necessity to harvest all viral fractions and further diluting the viruses, unless the density of a specific virus is known [47] . Further pelleting by ultracentrifugation would overcome this problem, but we have shown that such a pelleting would damage the integrity of viral particles (recovered viruses were sensitive to nucleases used in a final step, suggesting that the structure of the virion was affected by the two ultracentrifugations). PEG precipitation would also overcome this problem, but would usually result in the precipitation many host DNA, RNA, and protein contaminants.
Recently, a protocol for virome preparation has been published by Kohl et al. [48] in which 80%-20% sucrose gradient is used to purify viral particles. The authors used a second ultracentrifugation step to pellet viruses harvested after the gradient ultracentrifugation. In our protocol, we noted that (i) the use of a discontinuous 66%-30% sucrose layer enhanced the purification of viral particles from host nucleic acid contaminants and (ii) a further pelleting ultracentrifugation step followed by nuclease treatments would damage the integrity of virions and increase their sensitivity to nucleases. Here we propose a single ultracentrifugation step based on a discontinuous 66%-30% sucrose gradient. Even if most viruses displayed large differences in their physical-chemical properties, most of them would migrate at the interface between the two sucrose layers. This would result in a single "ring" for recovery, usually < 1 mL and compatible with most nucleic acid extraction protocols.
One key step of metagenome preparation concerns total nucleic acid extraction. Indeed, the assessment of the description of viral diversity of an environment, as well as the genome coverage of viruses, depends on the quality and quantity of extracted nucleic acids. Usually, columnbased extraction kits allow for preferential extraction of either DNA or RNA, or both in the same tube, which leads to the splitting in two of the extracts to generate separate DNA and RNA viromes. Recently, column-based kits allowing the extraction of separate DNAs and RNAs from a single sample tube have emerged, but a recent study conducted by Mathieson et al. concluded that the quality and integrity of the nucleic acids isolated were compromised using these kits [49] . For this reason, we chose the Trizol LS 1 system. However, using a DNA bacteriophage as a control of the remaining DNA contamination of the RNA virome, we demonstrated that RNA Trizol LS 1 extraction allows for the recovery of at least some viral DNA, even if two consecutive extractions of the aqueous phase are performed. Additionally, we selected this reagent for its capacity to extract DNA and RNA separately from large sample volumes (> 1 mL), such as those generated after the recovery of the viral interface resulting from the ultracentrifugation step. Usually, extraction yields of DNA and RNA obtained after all the viral purification steps are not sufficient for direct sequencing, and they often require a sequence-independent amplification. DNA SIA is biased [50, 51] but quite easy, mainly based on the use of phi29 DNA polymerase through Multiple Displacement Amplification (MDA) or Rolling Circle Amplification (RCA) [52] . However, the sequence-independent amplification of RNAs requires several preprocesses to reverse transcript RNA in cDNA before the amplification. For RNA SIA, several amplification methods have been described and compared, including Sequence-Independent Single-Primer Amplification (SISPA), Degenerate Oligonucleotide-Primed PCR (DOP-PCR), and random PCR [52, 53] . Although these techniques allow the generation of enough nucleic acid material for sequencing, their main disadvantage remains that they distort quantitative analyses by introducing bias of amplification in viral diversity studies. A recent study published by Karlsson et al. concluded that SIA introduces a strong amplification bias, consisting of inhomogeneous genome coverage and sequence depth [54] . These problems are probably due to the tag sequence, as reported by Rosseel and collaborators [55] . In fact, in the present study similar results were obtained when comparing the genome coverage of reference viruses after Froussard [29] , Wang [30] , and Victoria [31] random amplifications. These 3 techniques only differ in the tag sequences and the lengths of the 3' random hexamers. Although no notable differences were observed for MS2 and CoxB3 genome coverage, the primary difference between the 3 SIA techniques was for A/H3N2 virus mapping. Indeed, only the Froussard random PCR method performed on engorged lice with artificially contaminated human blood seemed to randomly amplify all segments (Fig 3A) . Similarly, other viral reads were detected after Froussard random SIA in higher abundance than the two other random PCRs (Table 2) . Additionally, the comparison of the amplicon profiles obtained after the 3 random PCRs resulted for each reference virus in important differences, highlighting the amplification bias (S2I- S2L Fig) . Due to the necessity of conducting random amplification after viral purification, quantitative analyses of the composition of resulting viromes may not reflect the initial composition of the viral communities of a given sample, and only qualitative analyses can be conducted.
When characterizing the virome of a biological sample, especially when metagenomics is used in diagnostic virology to determine the etiology of pathology, it is important to isolate the virus. Doing so allows for a clear determination of whether the cultivated virus is able to cause disease in healthy individuals, as described in Koch's postulate in 1876 for bacteria [56] and reviewed by Rivers in 1937 for viruses [57] . Because defining the causality of a given pathology is complex, and because the isolation of viral agents remains the gold standard for conducting studies of the pathogenicity of viruses detected by metagenomics, the need to preserve the infectivity of viral particles during the metagenome analysis process has emerged. By using sucrose instead of CsCl for the gradient preparation, most of the viruses would be purified without compromising the integrity of infectious particles. This can occur with the use of CsCl gradient due to the high osmolarity of CsCl, potentially resulting in the degradation of the structure of several enveloped viruses [32] [33] [34] [35] and loss of infectivity, as shown in S1 Fig. 
Conclusion
The resulting protocol for host-associated infectious RNA virome preparation is therefore composed of (1) a nuclease digestion of homogenized samples with Turbo DNAse, RNAse A, Benzonase, and Exonuclease I (2) a purification of viral particles on a discontinuous 66%-30% sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation at 130 000 g for 2 hours (3) a Trizol LS 1 RNA extraction followed by a Turbo DNAse digestion and (4) Froussard-based random RT and PCR. The protocol reported here could easily be applied to generate RNA viral metagenomes from complex biological samples of different origins, with no loss of viral infectivity and an important elimination of contaminating host DNA and RNA after the process. Moreover, the pipeline described here allows for further virological characterizations of the described viral communities because it preserves the infectivity of viral particles and allows for the isolation of viruses.
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